
APBA Solo Football Quota System 

 

 

For those of you playing with my solo play calling system and the current 2013 set of 

player cards, I would strongly urge you to use the attached quotas.  If I have learned 

anything in my 48 years of playing APBA Football it is this – the more restrictive the way 

players’ quotas are administered, the better the game! 

I remember playing a game with the 1967 card set and the Bears had two “A” receivers, 

Johnny Morris and Mike Ditka.  They also had a future hall-of-fame runningback named 

Gayle Sayers.  When the game ended the statistics were eye-opening:  Morris had 12 

catches; Ditka had 11 and Sayers carried the ball 37 times.  In fact, there was not even 

one additional player on the Bears’ offense who was either thrown to or who had a rush 

from scrimmage! 

I realized then that this was unacceptable . . . that other players had to be included in 

the outcome of a game . . . and that would involve creating quotas that were realistic, 

fair, could easily be implemented, and that would enhance the experience of playing 

both solo and face-to-face. 

There is nothing more frustrating than sitting down to play a game with someone who 

has never played before and trying to get them to voluntarily limit the way they use 

players. 

To its credit, the game company tries to create limits, especially with returners and 

receivers . . . but, especially with their receiver “finder” system, it adds additional dice 

rolls and can really slow down the game. 

My system is designed to easily establish game quotas based on actual NFL statistics 

from the season represented (in this case, 2013).  What follows is an explanation of 

how to use this system of quotas – whether you’re playing one game or a replay. 

As always, should you have questions, please email them to me and I will respond to 

them. 

 

Ray DunlapRay DunlapRay DunlapRay Dunlap    
ray@raydunlap.com 



How to use the Quota System 

Before each game you simply roll two dice and add them together.  This will be done 

twice – once for each team playing.  This one roll will determine a number of things – 

who the quarterback will be; who the kick-off and punt returners will be; the number of 

rushes that can be attempted by each runningback; end-arounds; passes by non-

quarterbacks; the place-kicker or punter to be used in that game, etc. 

One simple roll of the dice will set the stage for this one game and give you a very 

structured framework from which to play.  This will enhance realism and increase the 

strategic options for coaching, whether solo or face-to-face.  Each chart has been 

created so that, should you play a 16-game replay, the integrity of the statistical 

accuracy should be maintained. 

What follows here are some of the interpretations of this quota system: 

 

Receivers - APBA gives receivers one of four grades (A*, A, B & C).  For any receiver 

with a grade of A*, A or B there is a per-game quota of passes that can be attempted to 

each receiver.  For instance, if a player’s quota is A 8(3), then he will be considered an 

“A” receiver and you can throw 8 total passes to him, 3 of which can be “Long Passes.”  

The reason that the quotas for game by game), is that we cannot determine how many 

receptions a player will have.  In the above example, even if you attempted all 8 passes 

to this receiver, he could catch all 8, or he could catch none!  So, limiting the number of 

attempts works very well for receivers. 

“C” Receivers -  Receivers rated “C” are unlimited in their usage.  But the number of 

long passes you can attempt them is based on their position.  Wide Receivers have a 

maximum of 2 Long Pass attempts, Tight Ends have a limit on 1 Long Pass, and you 

cannot throw a Long Pass to a Runningback. 

Bonus-A* (“C” Receiver) -  To create an incentive to throw passes to lower rated 

receivers I have created an interesting rule called the “Bonus-A*.”  Here is how it works.  

Any time a “C” rated receiver catches 2 passes before he misses 2 passes he qualifies 

for one additional pass that can be attempted to him that will be read in the A* column – 

and it must be the very next pass thrown to him.  Just remember that, even though the 

“C” receiver has no limit to the number of passes that can be attempted to him, as soon 

as two of those passes are either incomplete or intercepted, he becomes ineligible for 

his “Bonus-A*, regardless of how many pass attempts he subsequently catches.



 

Bonus-A* (“B” Receiver) - Similarly, a “B” receiver can qualify for a “Bonus-A*” if he 

catches 3 passes before he misses 3 passes.  For the “B” receiver, the “Bonus-A*” 

attempt can be used any time (not necessarily the very next pass) so long as he does 

not exceed his per-game quota of attempts (the exception to this is if the receiver has a 

per-game quota of 5 passes.  If, on his 5th attempt he catches his 3rd pass, you can 

extend his per-game quota by one to take advantage of the “Bonus-A*” attempt). 

Bonus-A* (“A” Receiver) -  If an “A” receiver catches one less than his per-game 

quota then he also qualifies for an additional pass attempt to be read in the A* column.  

For example, if you have a receiver who is an A 7(3) and, after he has reached his per-

game quota of 7 pass attempts, he has recorded 6 receptions, he then qualifies for his 

Bonus-A. 

Unlimited A or A* -  If an A or an A* receiver catches his entire per-game quota of 

passes, he gets to have an unlimited number of passes attempted to him for the 

remainder of the game as an A or A*, respectively, depending upon his receiving grade. 

Split Grades -  The game company will assign split grades to some receivers, such as 

A/B or B/C or, in some cases B/A or C/B.  In my system, because long passes are 

already limited by the quota system, I recommend that you only use the higher of the 

two split grades.  So, if someone is an A/B receiver (“A” for Short Passes and a “B” for 

Long Passes), you would just consider him an “A” receiver, and no longer consider the 

split grade.  This is particularly important for the rare B/A rating which seems to indicate 

that someone is a better “Long Pass” receiver than a “Short Pass” receiver, which is a 

bit ludicrous. 

Injuries to Skilled Players - If you get a runningback or receiver or quarterback injured 

in the course of a game, do not replace them.  The way the quotas are calculated, it 

would not be fair to subtract their rushing attempts or attempted passes – the team 

would be unfairly penalized.  Instead, consider that player a number rating of “1” for the 

remainder of the game for match-up purposes. 

Rushing Quota Exhaustion - If you have exhausted your per-game rushing quota for 

all the players eligible for that particular game (based on your initial dice roll), you can 

continue to run those players, but every offensive player for match-up purposes, even 

interior linemen, will be considered to be rated a “1.”  So, in this circumstance, if you 

were running the ball and the matchup involved two offensive players, say o2/o7, both 

of them would be considered to be rated “1” irrespective of their actual ratings. Keep in 

mind that this “1” rating is ONLY for rushing plays, not passing plays.  You cannot 

exhaust receiving quotas because you can always throw an unlimited number of passes 

to “C” receivers 


